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Apple fires 4,100
Company downstzes to survive
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
She held back for as long as she could
but the emotions were too strong and the
tears came streaming down her face.
Watching her friend and co-worker,
Bernadette Calhoun, put all of her belongings into her Ford Explorer, coupled with
the fact that her own husband received a
pink slip, started Melissa Gaul bawling.
"The difficult thing is being left
behind," said Gaul as she wiped the tears

from her eyes. "I have mixed feelings
(about not being let go)."
Calhoun, who received her walking
papers from Apple Computers. Inc. at the
Cupertino campus Tuesday, is one of
4,100 employees who will eventually be let
go before the end of March. The 4,100
will include 2,700 full-time employees,
and 1,400 temporary/contract employees
at other Apple campuses.
Calhoun, who was more reflective than
emotional, said she knew she was going to
be released.

Melissa Gaul, an
integration quality
specialist for Apple
Computer, cries as she
takes away a moving cart
after helping her friend and
co-worker Bernadette
Calhoun, holding her
3-year-old son, John, take
her things out of her office
for the last time. While
Gaul’s job was spared, her
husband, who also works
for Apple, was not so
lucky.
NOM By
DREW NIELSEN
Spartan Daily

"I’m sad naturally. I’m going to miss all
of the people at Apple," Calhoun said.
"But I want Apple IO live."
Calhoun, a member of the component
document technology department. said the
severance package she was offered was
good enough for her to go back and pursue
her masters degree, something she has
wanted to do for over 10 years.
Both women said Apple management
has kept mum about who specifically
would be laid off. They said each employee is being told separately but that most of
them know the pink slip arc coming.
Suzanne Scott was one of the employees

See Apple, page 8

Citizens meet
to discuss
zoning issues
Renters may be displaced if plan passes
By Tricia Herrera
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Concerned citizens of the downtown
area were out in full force at City Hall
Monday night to make sure their views
were heard on the proposed Amortization
Pilot Program.
The proposed ordinance would change
houses around San Jose State University
from rental properties to single-family
dwellings. This will lead to a lot of displaced families and students, the plan’s
opponents said.
For more than two-and-a half-hours,
apartment owners, single-family homeowners, renters and leaders of resident care
home area expressed their thoughts on the
subject.
The meeting was led by Stan Ketchum,
principal planner with the city’s

Department of Planning.
"Our goal here tonight is to hear lions
the people," Ketchum said.
Monday night’s meeting was held by
the Department of Planning. Building and
Code Enforcement. The planning staffs
goal was to get the community’s input
regarding and to educate the citizens about
the proposal, city officials said.
City officials said if the program was
implemented, it would strengthen the
integrity of single-family zoning districts
and eliminate confusion regarding the
legality of nonconforming uses.
Most of the apartment owners disagree
with the City; they fear that they will lose
money they invested in multiplex homes.
They said they are being picked on for
problems created by had landlords.
See Zoning, page 5

Businesswomen
mentor Latinas
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
About 400 students from different Bay
Area high schools came to San Jose State
University on Saturday trying to decide
about their careers.
The Adelante Mujeres Conference was
held to help Mexican American female students between the ages of 14 and 17 make
a choice in the different fields of study.
Adelante mujeres translates to women
moving forward.
"People have a very different opinions
about Latina women," said Cecilia
Burciaga, executive president at California
State University, Monterey Bay. "They
think that the parents its the Mexican community do not care about their children’s
education and that’s not true."
However, according to Burciaga, it is
not the parents who have failed the children but the Stale of California.
"By seeing the many parents and children here At the «inference, anyone who
comes here knows that it’s not true," said

Burciaga, who was the keynote speaker.
Burciaga said that the values in this
state are completely lost when money is
spent more on prisions than schools. She
said according to reports from
Washington. D.C., more than 9.5 percent
of California’s budget goes to the prison.
while 8.2 percent goes to education.
"We’re paying prison guards more
money than teachers," Burciaga said. "We
have Hollywood and Silicon Valley here in
(:alifinnia and yet we are 50th in the country for computers and library hooks avalahairy."
Maggie Meza, an SJSU senior majoring
in social service, spoke at the Social
Services and Nursing workshop and
emphasized the importance of college education and its bearing on obtaining a good
job. NACU tOld the young women in attendance that if they want to have a bright
future, they have to be prepared to work at
it.
Burciaga agreed and told the students
See Mentors, page 8

By Mark Weide!
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

It

st. Grass. Weed. Mary lane. Reefer. Skunk. Herb
Room. Gania. You probably know someone who his
Incl.! it. You might even be one of the more than 70
dhim who has.
Its marijuana, and it is back in a big way. The drug,
becoming less expensive and less harmful than harder drugs
site Is as cocaine and heroin, suffered .1 severe user dec line in
the 1980s. Amid a decade long, anti drug campaign, high
lighted by television cornmen tale that likened a brain to a
fried egg and Nancy Reagan urging youths to "Just Say
No," marijuana user numlwrs dropped significantly. From
1980 to 1992, the percentage of high school seniors who
60.3 percent to 32.6
had tried marijuana dropped f
percent.
With Nancy Reagan long out of the public eye, less ol
society seems to be "Just Saying No." (her We for the drug
is on the rise, and marijuana has crept back into popular
culture, almost to tlw realm sit being "socially acceptable."

By Andrew Mummy
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
hut San lose, March will bring
more than just beautiful weather and
St. Patrick’s Day.
In fact, the luck of the Irish will he
shining on the city as March Madness
descends this week.
As the San Jose Arena plays host to
the NCAA West Regional men’s basketball semi-finals Thursday and
Saturday, the city and downtown
businesses are bracing themselves for
the onslaught of crazed college has-

ketball fans that are expected to arrive
from all over the country.
"Whenever something like this
happens, there is more outside interest throughout the Bay Area and
throughout the state that gives this
(ay a list of exposure," said Miguel
Salinas, former communications
manager of the San Jose Downtown
Association. "The downtown businesses arc definitely excited for these
types of events."
With several thousand people

See Crowds, page 8

By Tiffany &inches
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
San Jose is taking it to the net to
prepare for the 1997 NCAA Men’s
Regional Basketball Tournament
which will be held at the San Jose
Arena ’11’hursday and Saturday.
The San Jose Sports Authority,
which is a private, non-profit corporation that was established by the San
Jose City Council in 1990, has gone
to great heights to add the NCAA
tournament to its list of high profile
sporting events like the 1993 San Jose
Gymnastics Spectacular and the 19%
U.S. Figure Skating Championships
that were also held at the arena.
In 1993, 13 cities, including San
Jose, bid for the opportunity to host

Left: Tools of the
habit: Metal pipe,
scissors used to
hold small rem
nants of a small
"pint," cardboard
pipe made to be
used at work,
medical scissor’.
that clamp, a
"joint" and small
bag to hold man
juana.
PHOTOS BY MAX
Br Cur REF!
Spartan Daily

See Marijuana, page 6

City prepares for March Madness
San Jose expecting large crowds for
this weekend’s NCAA Tournament games

Top: A lick of the
tongue seals a
marijuana "joint."
Marijuana use has
risen 10 percent in
the last four years
among teens and
young 20 year
olds

Marijuana making
social comeback

the N( :AA tOUffIAMCIII. 1 is gather
suppon for the city, the Chandwr of
Commerce, with help from San Jose
State University and the Sports
Authority, wrote a letter of endorsement to the N( :AA, which stated why
the organization should select San
Jose as one of its official sites for their
1997 tournament.
San Jose Sports Authority
Executive Director Dean Munro,
who accompanied the N( :AA presi
dent on a site visit of the San Jose
Arena, said that one of the primary
IT.18011% the NCAA was interested in
the arena was because of its spacious
structure.

There’s significant space for

See Preparation, page 8
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Reinstating ROTC: an opportunity to educate about gays and lesbians
Wtether we like it or not, the Air
I (ace Reserve Officer Training
Corps is back. SJSU President
Robert Caret saved millions of dollars in federal’ funding to the school and its students,
and rightly so.
We may all believe the United States military to be a homophobic and immoral organization for its "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell" policy, but we are going to have to live with It
for the moment.
’hi hays teopardized the education of
thousands of students and the well-being of

this university was irresponsible.
However, the Academic Senate’s plan to
fight the Soloman Amendment in the courts
is one we can agree with.
lithe courts of this land side with the
Academic Senate and find that the federal
government is overstepping its bounds by
threatening the university’s livelihood, then
we will support eliminating ROTC on this
campus.
If they don’t, we must accept ROTC’s
presence here.
Some have said we only want to take a

Editorial
stand if it doesn’t cost us anything. That is
not the MSC. Individually, the Spartan Daily
editorial board would support the ban on
ROTC. But we are not thinking of ourselves.
We are thinking of the thousands of students who would have their financial aid cut.
We are thinking of the programs that would
lose funding. We are thinking about the survival of this university as a decent institution

of higher learning.
lithe faculty members of the Academic
Senate remember their history lessons, all
great civil rights issues were not won through
facing off against the federal government.
They were won through the courts and
through century-long hammering at the federal government.
Homophobia, like racism, is a fact of life
in 1997 and will continue to be so into the
21st century.
In order for us to change that, we have to
educate people. That education should have

room for an open dialogue (not open hate).
As we have said before: We must use the
opportunity to educate these former military
officers about gays and lesbians.
If they understand that gays and lesbians
can kill and follow orders as well as any
straight soldier, these future officers will be
less likely to persecute them.
Instead of trying to run the military off
this campus. leis embrace them and show
them the proper way to deal with controversy.

Surfers should be
aware of sewage
deposited in ocean

The Academy Awards
highlight new stars
and low-budget films
Amalier awards show is heading our way Monday
with a vengeance: the Academy Awards. Although
his year the Oscars tried something different by
nominating more little-known films, it’s still just another way of making money.
A best picture Oscar can add $100 million to a film’s
world-wide gross. It can also double an actor’s asking
price, look at how John Travolta’s career shot up after an
Oscar nomination for 1994’s "Pulp Fiction." Then
again, what happened to Marisa Tomei’s career after she
lieu out refined British actresses for Best Supporting
Actress for "My Cousin Vinny" a few years back?
Vor the 69th year, the
Academy Awards is here to
help boost at tem ion And ticket
sales to unheard of independent films such As "Secrets and
Lies’ and "Breaking the
Waves " After all, who is
Brenda Blethyn and Emily
Wat. , both lead -actress
nominees?
Yet the Oscars still recog
WRITER’S FORUM
By Deanna
nize big budget films and their
Zemke
favorite kind iii’ film, the epic.
"The English Patient" is an
Oscarembraced film that has
a historical standpoint much like past winners "Dances
with Wolves" and "Braveheart," which were also topgrossing movies. But the Academy is smart. If they didn’t nominate "Jerry Maguire" and Tom Cruise, the
awards may lack the star quality that attracts viewers.
But no matter how fun the award show can be, with
the chance to see our favorite stars congregate in one
show, answering our burning questions of what they are
wcaring and who they are with, it’s really just a threehoot long commercial.
After all, who ever heard of Geoffrey Rush from
"Shine" until Ise won the Golden Globe for Best Actor.
A $5 million film to make, "Shine" has now grossed $46
million and winning an Oscar can only help ticket sales.
At least the Academy Awards are recognizing cinematic achievement by nominating quality independent
films and not films such as "Twister." But couldn’t they
have made these award shows more entertaining? With so
much money, concerns and commercial sponsors, the
show doesn’t allow winners 10 finish their speeches. Let
them finish their speech, and if they want to keep the
show under three hours, present those sound-editing
lllllll inees at the private awards show dinner.
What the show needs is entertainment and modesty.
The first Academy Awards was just a short finish among
peers at the Roosevelt I hurl in Los Angeles. There were
no commerc ial sponsors, and everything was very low
key. Whets Judy Garland won a special award for Best
Young AcIreSS for "Wizard of Oz," her speech Was a Slill
Oscars weren’t that big a de:II.
plc "1 shank you "
They were lost tun.
Even when it Was televised, Bob !lope was usually the
host and he ad lathed everything. So did the other stars
Ilope poked fun at. The actors were genuinely friends
that it came across in the spontaneand well at
ity (il the show, making it entertaining and funny.
Now the Oscars as well as other award shows are all
AI/1011 money arid revenue. Movie stars rarely associate
with tat hi other and are forced to pretend they’re friends.
The show is strained and rehearsed. With fresh, new Stars
bong recognized, it is hoped the Oscars will begin to
Me All something more than money.

Film does ’the Greatest’ justice
Occasionally someone enters die
world who is destined to change it.
Through history, there have been
numerous figures who have helped shape the
way people think, act and live. Whether the
person be a politician, educator or religious
figure, such people are rare and should be
honored.
Last week, I was able to see something
that reminded me of the enormous contribution of one person who wasn’t a politician, educator or religious leader.
"When We Were Kings," is a documentary about Muhammad Ali and George
Foreman’s 1974 fight in Zaire the
famous "Rumble in the Jungle." lite fight took a very
political and influential Al; to the Motherland where he
would battle more than just the enormous Foreman, but
his own place in history.
The fight, promoted by our old friend, Don King,
took on a worldly proportion, unlike any other fight
before. With the popularity of satellite television and the
controversial Alt’s attempt at the world title, the world’s
eyes were fixed to Zaire. Both the fighters and their
entourages kept saying, ’From slave ship to championship. We were taken from Africa as slaves and now
we’re coming back 15 champions."
That is exactly what Ali was to Africans in America
a champion, a shining Black champion. But foreman,
also black, didn’t have that same appeal. And although Ali
had been kflOWII AS a draft dodger and black militant, it
was those same principles that made Blacks embrace him.
"Very few black athletes had ever talked the way
Muhammad Ali talked without fear of something happen
ing to them or their careers," Spike Lee said in the film.
Most athletes, black or white, were controversial
because of their personal lives, 1101 het:AILS(’ of the political stands they took in response to the social problems in
the United States and abroad.
Before Ali left for Africa, he would boast that lie
would be the people’s champion. And the people of Zaire
welcomed Ali with open arms.

"It was a great joy to sec that the
championship was going to happen in
Africa," said actor Malik Bowens.
"At last the world was paying attention to our continent," Bowels said in
the film. "We knew Muhammad Ali as
a boxer but, more importantly, for his
political stance. When we saw that
America was at war in a third world
country Vietnam -- and that one of
the children of the U.S. said, ’Why
should I fight against them? They
haven’t done anything against me.’ For
us it was extraordinary to see that in the
America of that time, someone could
take such a position. He may have lost his title, he may
have lost millions of dollars, but that’s when he gained
the esteem of millions of Africans."
Once Foreman suffered a gash over his eye during
sparring, the fight was postponed for six weeks. That was
when Ali took the country over. He began taking tours
of the country and talking to the people. The locals, to
the encouragement of Ali, began to do the chant: "Ali,
Bomar!" which translated to, "Ali, kill him!"
The 32-year -old Ali seemed to have supernatural
strength from the fans when they would do the chant,
and Ali ended up knocking out Foreman.
Now that the three -time champ is suffering from
Parkinson’s disease, people have begun to really appreciate Ali. Not only has he spoken up for the poor and
oppressed people for the majority of his 55 years, he has
also acted on those same inhibitions. In 1990, just prior
to the Persian Gulf War, Ali went to Iraq to talk with
President Saddam Hussein to negotiate the release of
15 were released into his custody.
hostages
I can’t nearly do Ali justice in this column, nor can I
fully explain the huge amount of pride and sense of fulfillment I had after seeing the film. But I do know that
he WAS, And will forever he "the Greatest."
Larry Lee is the Spartan Daily Executive Editor.
His column appears every Wednesday.

heavy rains that have drenched California at
The
the beginning of this year have grabbed the
attention of many surfers and, in some cases, put
them in danger.
When rain flooded the creeks and rivers, the water
rose, acting as a natural dredge and flushing large
amounts of sand and silt downstream and into the
ocean. The sand and silt settle in the breakers, forming
long sandbars, which form perfect Waves that peak and
break.
However, sand and silt are not the only items washed
down streams and into the
ocean.
Sewage is a greater danger
to surfers wishing to capitalize
on the temporary sand reefs
than sharks or grumpy, territorial locals.
Sewage is not the most griping topic, and most students
have never been, nor will they
ever attend, a symposium on
WRITER’S FORUM
the subject. But the fact
By Paul
remains that while most peoMatarangas
enjoy
the
ocean
refuse
ple who
to talk about sewage, surfers
are out paddling around and Swimming in it on a daily
basis.
And getting sick from it.
A recent Surfrider Foundation survey of more than
100 surfers in California found that at least half have
suffered from an ocean -related illness.
The top three afflictions include: sinusitis (inflammation and infection of the sinuses), otitis externa (ear
canal infection), and gastroenteritis .(intestinal ink(
lion). Hepatitis and other serious ailments are less common hut are still present and pose significant threats.
Most California coastal cities deal with sewage in the
same time-honored fashion: ocean dumping via an off
shore pipe.
Some extensively treat their sewage before pumping
it out; others just screen out the big chunks and let gravity do the rest.
When it rains heavily, many sewage treatment plants
cannot handle the influx of water and released sewage
that was not yet treated.
The bottom line is it all ends up in the ocean.
Sewage is not the only pollutant that is winding up
in the waves. Many pesticides that California coastal
farmers depend on to protect their crops eventually
wind tap in the ocean.
Fishermen will remember that last winter’s steelhead
and salmon run on the Pescadero Creek was completely
eliminated when an unknown pesticide made its way
into the creek and ultimately into the ocean.
SJSU student and avid surfer, Trevor Wiens said,
"It’s one thing to he worried about ear, nose and throat
infections. 1/111 Whets dead fish and rodents start show
ing up in the lineup, it makes me wonder if anyone else
is noticing wha’’s happening to the ocean and her rivers
and streams."
Because surfers are the only ones who deal with this
problem on an everyday basis, the issue is not yet a
mainstream concern.
How many more people will have to be directly
affected before this issue is considered serious?
Paul Matarangas is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Deanna Zemke it a .Spartan 1)ady Staff Writer.
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Neighbors should
be more involved
in the community
Mart II
Ori
( .rac kdow

S.

-Projeet

went to
Lowell
Elementary
School’s south campus. hut as
McCarson
said.
Carmen
"Residents of the community
need to be more involved."
"Project Crackdown" has
good intentions by trying to
bring residents together to help
clean their neighborhoods and
supply them with garbage bins,
paint and brooms.
The only problem is they only
stay in certain communities two
years, and San Jose Parks and
Recreation decide how often to
have clean up days.
More people would volunteer
if the program were more minustent. In my neighborhood, community meetings are held maybe
once or twice a year. Then they
become obsolete for another 10
months.
Neighbors need more opportunity to get to know one another so they might feel comfortable
"

working in a sweatshop to atrociLetters to the Editor,,,,,,] ties of NAZI Germany. I hardly
think being overworked and
underpaid compares to the
in the community.
If meetings were held snore crimes of the Holocaust.
Second, capitalism is exploitaoften, more people would have
an opportunity to attend and tion. We all benefit from it
become aware of what is happen- directly or indirectly --- either
ing in the neighborhood. I know from lower prices or an increased
when the program is in my tax base which powides us with
neighborhood, many people public services.
You know that cheap produce
come out to use the trash bins,
but most don’t come to clean the you are always buying at the
elementary school, nor do they store The only reason it is so
cheap is it was produced by poorattend any barbecues.
People should realize the ly paid immigrant laborers.
Is this unfair? Sure, it is.
incentive is a better-looking
neighborhood. and it is to our Would it make you feel better if
lettuce were 10 a head?
benefit to be involved.
If you feel so had, why don’t
Danielle Valenzuela you simply cash out your checkPubl ii Relat ions ing accounts, go to Indonesia and
give them your money. They
Supporting Nike’s
need it more than you, and you
always get more.
business practices canAfter
all, you are one of the
letter is in response to "rich Americans" who benefit
This
two other letters to the from these practices. If you can’t
editor. Both letters decry part with your hard-earned
Nikc for exploiting Indonesian money, why should Nike?
workers who Were paid the legal
Rob Eastwood
minimum wage.
Public Relations
First, you can’t compare
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Eat right for a month

The Nutrition and Food Science Club wants to
tell you more about the National Nutrition month
celebration today outside the Student Union cafeteria from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Contact Marty Wilson at
252-3544 for more information.

Break safely

Peer Education presents Condom Center
Safer Sex During Spring Break today and Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m in the Art Quad. Call 9246119.

A different kind of bookie

The library donations and sales unit welcomes
donations and visitors to its ongoing book sale every
Tuesday and Wednesday in Wahlquist Library
North 408 and Clark Library Lobby from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Contact the Acquisitions Department for
information at 4-2705.

Green beans you’ll actually like

Win acclaim and prizes at the PEP Center’s
"Green Bean Basketball Shoot-out" today from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Event Center Mini Gym.
Contact the center at 924-5945.

Share Holy Eucharist with the
ECC
The Episcopal Canterbury Community provides
the Holy Eucharist today at 11:45 a.m. Join them at
St. Paul’s Church across San Salvador from the dormitories for prayer, scripture and holy communion.
Call Anna at 293-2401 for more information.

Solar-powered lunch
Students and faculty members are encouraged to
bring a lunch and enjoy free presentations during the
First Annual Brown Bag Solar Series today from
noon to 1 p.m. in DMH 161. The series is being
presented by the Northern California Solar Energy
Association and SJSU’s Environmental Resource
Center. Today’s speaker is Larry Owens and the
topic is solar energy and electric utility deregulation.
Contact Damon Beck at (415) 967-3608 for elaboration.

The MSU will meet with you
"l’he Muslim Students Association will he in the
Student Union Almaden Room today from noon
to 1:30 p.m. holding their general meeting. For specific information on this general meeting, call Wali
at 305-2080.

Share Mass with the ministry

the Catholic Campus Ministry is holding its
daily mass today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
the John /OCII Center across San Fernando Street
from the SJSU Theatre. Call Ginny at 938-1610 for
full details.

Make more than your schedule
flexible
I he Bhakti Yoga Association of SJSU is offering
free delicious refreshments to entice you to join
them for today’s meeting and guest speaker. The
drinks will be on them in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Jahna Morris has the information you need at 2886360.

Fight eating disorders

1 he Health Education Department of the
Student Health Center is holding an eating disorder
support group meeting today in Health Center
Room 208 from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Feel free to drop
in any time during that hour if you cannot stay for
the whole meeting. Nancy Black can be reached at
924-6118 for more information.

Hunting help

The Career Center will help you with your job
hunting on and off line today in the Student Union
Almaden Room at 1:30 p.m. Contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6033 for more information.

Greenbacks for fat facts

I he Department of Nutrition and Food Science
will test your body fat percentage today for only $5
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in CCB 103. Contact
Kim Roth at 924-3110.

Tech talk today
lire Division of I echnology is sponsoring a

’Woman of the Year’ explores female genital mutilation

At the age of 6. Mescrak
Ramsey underwent female circumcision in Ethiopia because her
mother did not want her to be
promiscuous. Thirty-five years
later, she still suffers from "intense
pain and discomfort."
"My mother told me if you
don’t cut (your clitoris) oft, it will
grow and no man will marry you,"
Ramsey said. "1 was too young to
know what it really meant, so I
had the surgery."
Ramsey, who was recently
voted "Woman Of The Year" by
MN Magazine, will talk about her
experiences of being a woman having gone through the painful procedure herself in a free lecture
titled "Flow Could My Mother
Do This To Me?" at the Student
Union Ballroom Thursday at 7
p.m.

Ramsey migrated to the United
States in 1973 and settled in Santa
Clara County. While attending a
child’s birthday party in San Jose
three years ago. Ramsey noticed
that an 18-month child was quiet.
On further questioning the child,
Ramsey discovered that the child
had been circumcized two weeks
before.
After finding that female genital mutiliation, or frequently
referred to as female circumcision,
occurred in San Jose and Oakland,
she launched a crusade against
such practices. Ramsey said she
then decided to leave her job as a
nurse to organize FORWARD
USA, Inc., a non-profit organization whose sole purpose was to
eradicate female genital mutilation.
Female circumsicion is a nonsterilized traditional practice that
can be done in three ways: cutting
all or parts of the clitoris and/ or
labia minors, and the sewing up of

Gage wins
District 1

I

Gilroy Mayor Don Gage was
elected Tuesday night to the Santa
Clara ( :Minty Board of Supervisors in
a runoff election against county
Water District director Rosemary
Kamci.
Gage led a field of seven candidates in a special election last month.
But a runoff with No. 2 vote-getter
Kamei was necessary because Gage
did not receive a majority of votes.
Gage received 14,470 votes while
Kamci had 11,757 with all 162
precincts reporting.
The contest was over District 1,
which stretches from San Jose to
Gilroy. It was represented by Mike
Honda until his election to the state
Assembly in November.
Gar, 51, who has been on
Gilroy 1 City Council since 1981 and
mayor since 1991, depicted himself
as a fiscal conservative and a social
moderate. K2ITICi, 37, has been on
the water board since 1993.
Development was an issue of
major concern in the district, much
of its still largely rural. Kamei wanted
to limit growth to save agricultural
land. She backed the Open Space
Authority, the county agency that
collects money to buy land.
Gage also called for concentrating
development in cities rather than letting it spread into rural areas. But he
opposed the Open Space Authority
and was considered more supportive
of development than ICamei.

the vagina. According to Ramsey,
the procedure originated 5,000
years ago in Egypt. Today, female
circumcision is still practiced in
parts of Africa, Pakistan,
Philippines and Malaysia to
suprcss a woman’s sexual pleasure.
"This was done for the pleasure
of males, and was promoted by
some people saying it Was a religious practice," said Cat LeBlanc,
Ramsey’s associate. However
Ramsey said that for many
Africans, female mutilation thrives
on myth and ignorance.
Ramsey’s crusade filtered into
the legislative branches and won
the attention the House of
Representatives. Congress passed a
bill that made female circumcisiona felony punishable by up to
eight years in prison.
The bill was signed signed into
law by President Bill Clinton on
October 8, 1996.
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Presenting Turtle Bowl
Delta Lcta is putting on a Turtle Bowl at the
Williams Street Park at 3 p.m. today. Sara
Ballesteros has the information you need at 9980744.

Asians Discussion Group holds
weekly meeting
sjsU Counseling Services are holding their weekly Asian Discussion Group today from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. in ADM 201. Call Jovina or Darcy in
Counseling Services at 924-5910 for information.

Join CDC at meet for free

The Child Development Club is holding a meeting today in CCB 118 at 3:30 p.m. Dawn Holt,
your informational contact at 924-3728 says, "Don’t
miss out on your chance to get to know others in
your major and learn valuable information information in this field. Hope to see you there."

Akbayan is more than a pretty
name
"Die Akbayan Club is holding a general meeting
today at 3 p.m. in the Student Union Umunhum
Room. Pilipino Culture Night Dance practice will
also be held from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Student
Union Ballroom.
Leave a message on the Akbayan voice mail 5341140 for more information.

See things more clearly

.Ihc Pre -Optometry Club is holding a club meeting for anyone interested in the field of optometry
today at 5:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 544. Call
Yen at 814-3322 for more information.

Get your career oriented

BGC meets weekly
he Black Graduation Committee is holding its
weekly general meeting in BC 101 tonight at 7 p.m
Call 924-7915 for more information.

Have fun with the fellowship
lise Asian American Christian Fellowship group
is putting on a game night in the Student Union
Loma Pricta Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Call Cindy at
278-1948 for full details.

If you don’t know how to act

The Player’s I heat re Guild will be holding an
actor’s workshop April 1 through April 4. Contact
Mike Bolton at 297-9099 for niore information.

Make the deadline to make the
team

Associated Students Campus Recreation would
like to remind you that the deadline for softball and
indoor soccer sign-ups (men’s, women’s and coed) is
March 20. Contact Mike Englow in the A.S. bust
ness office for more information at 924-6266.

Kappa Delta presents the
Shamrock Project
The Shamrock Project is the 13th annual "Pedal
a-thon." This two-day event begins today at noon at
the the Kappa Delta sorority house at 278 South
10th St. Contact Renee at 279-9035 for more information.

Join the service
l’he Lutheran Student Fellowship is having a
midweek "Lenten" service at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Immanuel Lutheran Church. Contact Dan Hawkins
at 292-5404 for more information.

Dancing the night away
*the Ballroom Dance Club features an intermediate waltz class at 8 p.m. at SPX 089. For more infor
mat ion, call 924-SPIN.

I he Career Center is sponsoring a co-op orientation today at 5:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6033 for more information.

Compifrd by Andrew W. Davis
Spartan 1)atly Staff Writer

Hit-and-run trial spins tales
of money drugs, fast cars

Circumcision discussed
By Gloria Masada
and Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer";

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation satellite teleconference symposium today from 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in WSQ 109. The symposium is "Mastering Digital
Workflow II: The Digital Customer" and Jim
Wrona has more information at 924-3211.

DENVER (Al’) With its tales
of a millionaire playboy, fast cars and
drugged-out joyrides, the hit-and-run
trial of Jorg Peter Schmitz should be
sent straight to Hollywood for casting.
A popular newspaper columnist is
killed in a hit-and-run crash. The car
that struck the columnist’s, a rare
"cosmos black" BMW, is traced by
the paint to a scion of one of
Colorado’s richest families. But the
36-year-old millionaire, Spicer
Breeden, commits suicide as the
police close in. And in a goodbye
note, he implicates his friend
Schmitz.
So who was driving the car that
killed Rocky Mountain News columnist Greg Lopez?
A jury began pondering that question after closing arguments in
Schmitz’s vehicular-homicide trial
Tuesday. The panel deliberated two
hours before breaking for the night.
Prosecutors have tried to prove it
was Schmitz at the wheel of he
BMW on the night on March 17,
1996, when it clipped Lopez’s sport
utility vehicle at 110 mph and sent it
into a deadly roll.
The BMW stopped briefly and
then sped off. After switching to an

CARREY

Audi sport wagon at Breeden’s house,
Breeden and Schmitz. then returned
to the wine bar they were at earlier in
the evening and had a few more
drinks.
Schmirt’s defense is simple: He
was a passenger during the joy ride
and it was Breeden, high on cocaine,

who was driving.
Schmitz’s attorney Walter Gerash
described Breeden as a "playboy of
the Western world- with a history of
driving offenses who talked Schmitt
into saying he was the driver. That
was before Sch mitt realized someone
had died.
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Volleyball team
full of new faces
has expired. During her rwo seasons
with the Spartans, the middle blocker
broke the school’s record for hitting
with a percentage of .347. She also
ranked eighth in school history with
97 service aces.
By Catherine Spencer
"It will be hard without Angie and
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Brooke because we were all pretty
tight," said Jill Burningham, a sophoEven though top stars Angie more who is returning as an outside
Sylvas and Brooke Jones have depart- hitter. "The team was small and only
ed, San Jose State’s volleyball team had nine players."
has hopes of finishing strong in the
Both Myers and Burningham
Western Athletic Conference next believe the absence of their two teamseason.
mates will damage the structure and
"As a team, we are working to chemistry of the team, but said that
qualify and move beyond the first people come and go every year.
round of the
1997 WAC
"We are excited that there is goinE
Tournament," coach
to be 10 new players,
Craig Choate said. ISMINIMMINONVANOWANAMMEIN Myers said. "With
"We want to rank at
more people, the team
least sixth in the "There is no
will have greater
WAG and win 20 doubt we will
depth. It will also
matches for the year."
ncreas "thesi competiWhile
Choate feel the loss of tionnons
fore
admitted that losing
SJSU has added
two key players could Brooke Jones
five women to its
hurt the team, he because she
1997 roster. Three of
remained optimistic
SJSU’s new players
about his squad’s contributed a
are from Hawaii, a
future as it prepares
state rich in volleyball
for its second season lot on offense,
talent.
of competition in the
Sina Tamaseu, a
but Sylvas’
WAG.
junior from South
"We have a bunch departure
Mountain
of new recruits, so
Community College,
now the team is much won’t change
was named to the
deeper. All of them
1995 junior college
are great ball han- the team in
all-America team. Her
dlers," Choate said. any particular
teammate,
Tanya
"There is no doubt we
Kamau, a 1996 first
will feel the loss of fashion."
team all-region selecBrooke Jones because
tion, also signed with
she contributed a lot
the Spartans and will
on offense, but Sylvas’
Craig Choate, be a junior.
departure
won’t
Topping the list of
volleyball coach
change the team in
freshman signees is
any particular fashMarjorie Nepo, who
ion."
earned honorable mention all Leaving after the 1996 season, America honors at McKinley High
Sylvas transferred to the University of School in Honolulu.
Nevada -Las Vegas because she was
Also joining the Spartans as freshhomesick, said teammate Melissa men are Joslynn Gallop, an all -state
Myers. She grew up in Las Vegas and middle blocker from Oregon’s
decided to return when the university Roseburg High School; and Gina
started a new volleyball program.
Troxell, who was captain of the 1996
As an outside hitter, Sylvas had CIF state championship team.
tallied 767 kills, which moved her
"This year’s recruits are coming
into eighth place on SJSU’s career into the program more polished.
kills list. She was also named to the They are all fairly good players,"
Big West Conference all-freshman Choate said.
IC1111 in 1995 when she was SJSU’s
Providing veteran leadership are
top attacker with a career-high 410 returning players Burningham, Holly
kills.
Froloff, Myers, Sara Nelson, Michelle
"I don’t think the team is going to Sarkees and Darcy Walker.
miss Sylvas," Choate said. "She was
"The true test of the team will be
an athletic girl who really didn’t live how fast we can pull it together,"
tip to her potential. Jones was a great Burningham said. "To be successful,
player as well, but had leave the team we have to work on being vocal, and
when she used up her eligibility."
we need to push ourselves to find the
While Jones is still enrolled as a drive to win."
senior Al SiSi], her at Het lc eligibility

Spartans lose key
players; bring
in new recruits

Spartan Tony James gets tagged out trying to steal second base against
the University of San Francisco Tuesday night. The Spartans won the game

artans down Dons
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Senior right hander Justin Farias is used to the
pressure of pitching with the outcome of the
game on the line as the Spartans’ closer.
The only thing unusual about his appearance
on Tuesday night against the University of San
Francisco was that he entered the
game in the fifth inning instead of the
ninth. Farias responded well, pitching
out of a jam with a runner on third
and one out by striking out two batters.
The Spartan offense came around
in the bottom of the sixth with a five-run inning
that gave Farias all the breathing room he would
need in San Jose State’s 6-1 victory over the
Dons at Municipal Stadium.
"The pressure helps me pitch better," Farias
said. "I’ve had a couple had games and haven’t
been pitching as well as I’d like, and my confidence was down. I want to get back in that (closer) role. That’s Where I help the ream RUM."

NCAA

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE

Farias entered the game in relief of starting
southpaw pitcher Steve Carrieri, who pitched
well, giving up a run in four and 113 innings of
work.
Carrier) played like a fifth infielder for the
Spartans. In the top of the first inning, he singlehandedly squelched a USE rally with his sterling
play in the field. USE’s Jermaine Clark led off
the game with a bunt that Carrieri
fielded flawlessly before whirling
around to beat Clark to first base by
an eyelash with the throw.
USE shortstop Colin Aita followed
with a single up the middle. As Airj
led off first base, Carrieri unleashed a
pickoll move that was so deceiving Aita didn’t
bother diving back to first. Instead, he headed for
second where shortstop Brian Forman was waiting with the throw from Robert Berns.
In the top oldie third, Carrich Was faced with
a bases loaded, one-out situation. USF’s Peter
Quittner grounded up the middle, but Carrieri
snagged the ball and fired home to catcher Steve
Ashley, who relayed to first base to end the
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EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy
WIMIlen between 21 and 32 years of age.
Experience the reward and satisfaction of
enabling another woman to con( rive. If you
are of Caucasian, Asian, East Italian, Iranian
other nil
cultures, you may help others
of your ethnic background
who would otherwise remain
bildless. All Immo lus are
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NCAA West He9lonals
Stanford v Utah
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Kentucky v St Joseph s
25 minutes after first game
Men’s tennis v Foothill College
1 30 p m Spartan Courts
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2 30 m Moraga
Softball
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Women s water polo
at Pomona-Pltzer Tourney
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inning with a 1-2-3 double play.
Ashley, who went 2-for-4 with a run batted in
and a run scored, was pleased with the work of
the pitchers.
"They hit their spots really well today,"
Ashley said. "They did a good job in the field.
I’m real happy with the staff getting ahead of the
batters and making good use of their pitches."
The game was tied 1-1 going into the bottom
of the sixth inning before the Spartans sent nine
batters to the plate and scored five runs. Second
baseman Tony James started the rally wits
walk, and Berns followed with a double down
the left -field line. John Misplay struck out and
the Dons decided to intentionally walk right
fielder Rub Douglass to get to left fielder Jon
Lauderdale and set up the double play.
The double play never came, as Lauderdale
smoked a 2-1 pitch down the left-field line to
score Berns and James and give the Spartans a
lead they would not relinquish. Lauderdale
added another hit in the eighth inning. Forman
added two hits and two RBIs to pace the
Spartans.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
5601 murk can,. Rd. sir. 3no,
( :A ).1583
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PHOTO By BRANDON GARCIA .Spartan Daily
6-1 improving their record to 22-8. The Spartans begin a seven-game road
trip Friday against San Diego State University,
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Nevada
knocked
out of NIT
RENO (Al’) Even a record
crowd couldn’t help Nevada overcome a dominating Nebraska team.
Mikki Moore scored 21 points
and grabbed IS rebounds as the
Cornlitiskers beat the Wolf Pack 7868 Tuesday night in the second
round of the NIT.
Tyronn Lute added 18 points and
Bernard Garner had 17 for Nebraska,
which led all the way before a record
crowd of 11,275 at the Lawlor Events
Center.
It was obvious that Nevada was
overmatched, Nebraska coach Danny
Nee said.
Hie difference was our physicalness and our strength,- Net said.
"We wore them down inside. Our
big guys played well. Our speed and
sire wore Reno down."
Nebraska (18-14), the defending
NIT
champion,
will
play
Connecticut Friday in the quarterfinals. UConn advanced with a 63-48
victory over Bradley.
Paul Culbertson scored 17 points
for Nevada (21-10), and Faron Hand
had 16.
Nevada coach Pat Foster said Lute
was the difference for Nebraska.
"He really carved us tip," Foster
said. They exploited our weaknesses and we got beat by a very fine basketball team. We got bopped."
The Wolf Pack also was unable to
contain Moore, who scored inside on
short jumpers, tip -ins and dunks.
Nebraska was able to get second and
third shots, while Nevada was held to
one most of the time.
hie scored 14 points in the sec
ond half and sparked a run that ppm
Nebraska a 15 -point lead with eight
minutes remaining.
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Fresh fish

Right: Students
spend much class
time under water getting comfortable with
the scuba gear,
learning how to
remove it and put it
back on.

The Scuba diving class (HUP 008) practices basic skills in the SPX indoor pool. The class is preparing to
scuba dive in Monterey in April, according to class instructor Steve McCann. Successful students will achieve
the beginning level certification, Open Water I. The students will have a chance to dive again in May after more
advanced training to try for Open Water II certification.
PHOTOS By R.W. BRADFORD

Spartan Daily

Above: A scuba mouthpiece sits on the the
side of the pool while students put on their
gear. SJSU provides the gear for the class.
Left: Chrlssie Connolly Junior computer science major checks the air pressure of senior
aviation maior Grant Szalay’s gear.

Zoning
continued from page 1
Apartment tenants of Naglee l’ark
said they enjoy living there hut can’t
afford to buy a home in the area.
Most agreed that if implemented, this
program would eliminate diversity.
A few citizens felt this was a discriminatory way of removing
unwanted people from the area.
Group home leaders wondered where
the people living in the drug and
alcohol recovery homes would go.
Three people out of the approximately 30 that spoke supported the
program. They agreed that some type
of action needs to be done.
Jan Johnson, a single parent and
resident of Naglee Park, said most of
the people are ignoring the fact there

is a problem.
"Tonight we have the great landlords, but in reality there are a lot
more bad landlords," Johnson said.
The first problem Johnson listed
was duplexes made into triplexes
without proper permits. She said
another ’,oilskin was that garages are
turned into studios then rented to a
family of six, which exceeds the total
number of people allowed to live in
one room. Johnson (ICU !Med Sit OA’ions in which had wiring installed in
homes without City of San Jose permits caused fires.
A few neighbors of Naglee Park
said this proposed plan was causing a
rift in their neighborhood. Two
women said they didn’t like being

called a "yuppie" or "elitist" just
because they supported the proposal.
Another women said her neighbors
no longer look at her in the eye anymore and are characteriiing people
rather than sticking to the issues.
A majority of people for and
against the proposal said they would
be happy to work with the city and
help fix the problems. Through cooperative efforts and existing laws, most
agreed this problem can he solved by
displacing thiise renting in this area.
Dr. Bill Pate of the- Roc HOUSr.
win( h houses recovering alcoholics
and drug addicts, stated. "Let’s not
lose sight of the people, the hiimeless,
the hungry and those without families."
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SPRING BREAK
SALE
SAVINGS ON CLOTHING
Many items on sale.. up to 75% off the original
price. Sweats, t-shirts, polo shirts, shorts and more.
GREAT SELECTIONS FOR ALL YOUR SPRING
BREAK NEEDS!!!

Looking for a new modem.. or maybe some different
software? Check out our
computer department sale table by the stairwell.
Deals up to 80% off the original price!!!!

Now’s the time to stock up on gifts for friends and
family....jewelry, personal care and just fun stuff.
Check out our gift department for huge
savings!!!

I LOVE
THAT TIE.

You always need pens.. .why not get them now while
the sale is going on? Come to the
supplies department for savings up to 25% off
our Cross pen collection.
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Marijuana: Miracle
or smoke screen?
By Vic Moira
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
What is marijuana to AIDS sufferer Roger Williams? It’s one of the natural drugs that has helped him stay
alive for the past 12 years.
"I’ve been using a combination of
marijuana and Chinese herbs to help
with the nausea and increase my
appetite. I have managed to stay
healthy," Williams said.
The Palo Alto resident contracted
acquired immune deficiency syndrome in 1985. Fle is now working
with the newly formed San Jose
Cannabis Club, helping club founder
Robert Niswonger counsel club members on how to keep themselves as
healthy as possible.
"I think that these alternative
drugs can be much more beneficial
than the drugs which my doctor has
prescribed to me. The prescribed
drugs made me extremely sick. ’Ehey
Were JUSI too toxic," Williams said.
AIDS patients tend to experience a
wasting away syndrome. Their bodies
slowly deteriorate due to a breakdown
of the immune system. One reason
they lose their appetite is due to the
medications prescribed by their physicians.
People experiencing the effects of
chemotherapy, glaucoma and epilepsy
are patients who may benefit from
marijuana.
"As far back as 16 years ago, we
were encouraging our chemotherapy
patients to use it in the hospital,"
Lynn Barnes said.
Barnes is a nurse who is currently
involved in the San Francisco
Cultivators Club. This is where
Proposition 215 began.
Proposition 215 is the California
initiative that makes legal the cultivation, possession and use of marijuana
for medical purposes.
The club had been operating for
years until it was ordered to shut
down for five months due to questions about to whom they were selling
marijuana.
"Marijuana helps reduce pressure
in the eyes of people suffering an eye
disease called glaucoma. It has lx-en
known to cause the stimulation of
appetite for Aids patients. Epilepsy

patients experiencing muscle spasms
have also benefited from marijuana,"
Barnes said.
Terry MacDonald from SJSU’s
sociology department agrees with
Proposition 215. He is surprised no
one came up with the proposition
earlier.
"I think its a very good idea to use
marijuana for medical purposes. It
should be expanded to help people
who
suffer
from
anorexia,"
MacDonald said.
The San Francisco Cannabis
Cultivators Club has between 3,000
to 4,0(8) patient members. Members
most have some type of written document from a doctor stating marijuana
will be beneficial for their treatment.
No individual is allowed to he a
member without this form. The club
then determines if the physician is
actually licensed. It then double
checks to determine if the patient
received the form legitimately.
Marijuana can be taken in many
different ways.
Opponents of the drug feel that
the tar content in one marijuana cigarette is equivalent to as much as 10
regular cigarettes.
Advocates for the medical use of
marijuana suggest that it be taken in
through a pipe, or "bong," to eliminate some of the tar content. Others
say that they are now putting the drug
in food, such as cakes. Through this
method, the drug doesn’t affect the
lungs.
"We sell cakes and cookies that
have marijuana in them. They are
delicious," Niswonger said.
Niswonger SAW his sister slowly die
after she was diagnosed with an illness
similar to AIDS. He said that she just
wasted away. She could not cat. He
finally convinced her to try marijuana
and she gained 3 pounds.
It was too late however, she died
weighing 82 pounds.
AIDS patients, such as Jeffrey
Reed, agree with Niswonger about
the increase in appetite.
"Most of us who use marijuana,
have already tried all the legal drugs
recommended by physic ians," Reed
said. "They are finding, like myself.
that marijuana helps (us) cope with
the side -Meat.. t 0111 those drugs."

Left On the desktop of the San
Jose Cannabis Club front desk lay
applications for membership and a
scale used to measure dosages of
marijuana for medical use.

Reed said he never was addicted to
marijuana. He now occasionally uses
marijuana to offset the nausea from
his AIDS medication.
The legalization of marijuana for
medical purposes in not ending in
California. The Americans for
Medical Rights Group, which consists of a coalition of health care advocates, nurses and AIDS activists, is
now taking their cause national.

Below: Roger Williams has
suffered with the AIDS virus and has
managed to stay in good health for
12 years. Williams attributes some
of his success with his struggle
against the AIDS virus to marijuana
and the use of other herbs. The
scale is used to measure dosage of
the drug.
PHOTOS BY MAX BECHERER
Spartan Daily

Marijuana
continued from page 1
Virtually every medium has references to the drug. In a mainstream
film such as "Clueless," the lead character, Cher (Alicia Silverstone), is
seen enjoying some reefer at a social
gathering. The music industry is
chock-full of marijuana references in
almost every genre’s lyrics, from rocker Tom Petty’s song "You don’t know
how it feels," ("Let’s get to the point,
and roll another joint.") to rappers
Cypress I lill’s "Hits from the bong,"
("Sing my song, puff all night long. as
1 take hits from the bong."). Woody
Harrelson even wore hemp -made
clothes recently on "late Show With
David Letterman" and gave a hemp made hat to an amused Letterman.
who promptly put it on his head.
Surveys show that these mediums
are giving people what they want.
The
landesmith
Center
in
Manhattan. New York claims marijuana user rates among high school
seniors have risen almost 10 percent
in the past four years. Surveys have
also shown that marijuana use usually
peaks when users are in their late
teens and early twenties, better
known as the college years.
SJSU junior Jenny Allen’s (not her
real name) marijuana use somewhat
fits the survey’s findings. Her marlithITIA use, like Silverstone.% character

Susie
Andrews,
owner of The
Rainbow
Smoke Shop,
holds a six
spout, solid
brass, water
pipe from
India. The
pipe is a
popular item
at the smoke
shop where
college
students
frequent.
PHOTO BY
MAX
Beceeses
Spartan Daily
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bef sure school sir work will render his
mind "useless."
Although he does occasionally
smoke weed with his friends. Casey’s
marijuana use is usually not a social
event. Most of his smoking takes
place alone in his room, known by his
mother and friends as the "opium
’Flic "opium den" looks like a
shrine to his little
green friend, with the
wall covered with
marijuana references:
Cypress !fill posters
and pictures sit fellow
"I don’t think I
marijuana users from
smoke enough for it to
(:asev’s
line
of
mallet," Allen said.
reading
favorite
"My grades aren’t had
materials, the weed.
If 1 mins,: my grades
smoking lovers magaare suffering (from too
/me "High limes."
much marijuana use),
The "opium den"
then 1 think I can cut
is also where Casey
back. I don’t think that
his Vast colleconce On twice a week of
Jenny Allen, keeps
tion of marijuana
smoking some weed
SJSU junior paraphernalia: a stash
will affect me that
box with mach clips,
nuich."
numerous pipes, four
Sophomore ( asey
(last name withheld) enjoys the drug water pipes (or bongs). and his pride
at a much more intense level. An avid and joy, a home-made, six foot water
marijuana snmker since being intro- pipe called "The Crippler."
"You take a couple six-footer hits
duced to the drug by his uncles’ marijuana garden in the eighth grade, and you’re crippled," Casey said
Casey smokes enough ITIAr101arlA its about the origin of the bong’s name.
"Anybody that hits that thing emit up
equal four joints a day.
"Sometimes I’ll wake up cranky, coughing and laying on the floor no
take a couple pipe rips. I feel a matter what."
SO
Although Casey makes some of his
little bit more upbeat, and I’m ready
pipes himself, he bought some from
to go," (:asey said.
Casey often smokes marijuana various smoke shops, most frequently
before he goes to school or work. "1 The Rainbow Smoke Shop,
The Rainbow Smoke Shop, locatconcentrate better," he said. "I focus
more. Instead of everything else going ed sin West San Carlos Street, under
on, I can concentrate and zone in the guise of Rainbow Gifts and
Balloons, is full of items that make
Tore."
He said too much marijuana reference to marijuana, such as T -

in "Clueless," is purely social but has
increased during hcr college years.
"I started smoking (marijuana) at
parties when I was a junior in high
school, but I only smoked about once
a month," Allen said. "When I Cattle
to college. I partied a lot more and
smoked a lot more."
cvcri
Allen now smokes
weekend." She doesn’t
believe her marijuana
use has interfered with
her academic career at

"When I came
to college, I
partied a lot
more and
smoked a lot
more."

shins that read "Chronic the HempHog," countless pipes, water pipes
and specialty items, such as 2 pipe
that looks like lipstick.
"We sell all fun stuff here," smoke
shop owner Susie Andrews said.
That "fun stuff" and its central
locality between SJSU and San Jose
City College have made the Rainbow
Smoke Shop a popular stop for college patrons.
"We get all the college kids,"
Andrews said.
Andrews has owned the smoke
shop for two of its 22 -year existence.
She believes her smoke shop is different from its competitors because it
doesn’t dwell on the negative.
"What I wanted to do with this
place originally is to generate a place
where people would feel very comfortable," Andrews said. "They’d
come in and have a reason to smile
because it’s so colorful."
She wants her smoke shop to have
a 1970s Icel.
"Things used to he much happier
in the 60s and 70s. Of course there’s
probably reasons for that," a laughing
Andrews said. "Other places arc into
gloom and doom, but we don’t want
to do that. We just want to have colorful stuff for colorfid people."
Andrews hopes to add more color
to her shop with the inclusion of an
interactive web -site (www.rainbowsrookes.com) and her latest pro
les t, getting a permit to sell marijuana
medic inally out of the hack of her
shop.
"This is going to be very contro
versial," Andrews said. "There hasn’t
been any smoke shops who’ve even
dared to try something like this."
Andrews should know within the
next two weeks whether she will get
the permit.
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LOST & FOUND

ELECTROLYSIS CDNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7488.

SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Have your affair shot candidly
by a trained photojournalist!
NEED TO SUBLET
LOOKING FOR ROOMS TO SUBLET Specializing in candid and
to Students in Silicon Valley for sports action photos. You
keep the negatives! B&W or
this Summer. Call Darrel Stem
color avail. Affordable hourly
(408)748-5117.
and day rates. Contact Steve
ATTN: STAFF/FACULTY: 700 sq. at: (408) 279-4121.
ft. 1 bdrm. Queen Ann mansion
totally restored. Murphy bed in WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Wing room. No pets. Non smoker. subject. Why suffer and get poor
$1000/mo. Avail April 1. 418 S. grades when help is just a call
3rd St. Applications avail. Apt 3. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
See to appreciate. Call 2944799. college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
pets. $700/mo + $600 dep. Parkng Convenient Peninsula location.
ut ii. paid. 5th & Reed. 259-7040 Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
2 BORK APARMIENT 5900/M0. Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
Securrty type budding
For free tlps, tools and ideas on
Secure Parking
how to improve your writing.
Close In
visit our user-friendly Website
Modem Building
at http://www.sci-plus.com
Laundry Room
Regular e-mail: acienetcom.com
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Call for free phone consultation:
(408) 295-6893.
(413) 5250505...mk for Daniel.

ROOM 5290 .11th. In quiet home
,afe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share
bath. No smoke/drugs. Fix. quiet.
responsible male student. Blossom
Hill/Camden. 408-723.3060.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

WANTED

MINOLTA IVF LIGHT METER &SU SCHOOL OF MUMC & DANCE
lost near Joe West Haii REWARD, needs a NEW 1.0001 Submit a
If found call Steve 2794121
two-color design to choral office.
Music 262, by 3/26. Best design
gets dinner for 2 & fame!

FOR RENT

SHARED HOUSING

PuoNE: 924-3277

LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Typing*
*Writing Editing
SPireadeneat &Database Design*
Publishing*
*Desktop
Bookkeeping
PC Support.
*Reasonable Rates‘
448-8119

MEN & WOMEN
SPORTS/ THRILLS
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Or using chemicals. Let us pemtaThere is nothing compared to
nently remove your unwanted hair.
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated Back - Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Reefed, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated. receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E
1-510-834-7575.
Campbell Ave. $117, Campbell.
(408)379-3500.

TRAVEL

SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
’Increased Energy
*Weight Control
(408)737.2702

EUROPE $249
Within USA $79-S129.
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhitchenetcom.com
VAWCisicom.friairhitch/
415-8349192 cst pending.

WORD PROCESSING

EMPLOYMENT

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504.

BARTENDERS NEEDED. Flying
Pig Pub. 78 So. Fist St. Must kork
one day shift. Apply 3-5 pin daily.
INSURANCE CO. Looking for help
with filing, mailing & copying.
Flexible hours, 5-7 hrs/week. 89/
hour. Contact Kelly @ 4532130.

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
204- Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available
Reasonable Rates
CALL (405) 272-1352.

PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE Call 370-0357.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIEPICED
MAC Pedants 8218 & Notebook levels welcome: Beginning, Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
150 both w/rnoderns Great cond. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
Must sell Lv msg, 408.5954996.
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, Flounce All Formats, Specialairg
in APA. Spellirg/Grammar/
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ irs Errd
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
COMPUTERS ETC,
FROFESSEXOL WORD PROCESSING,
ELM= FOUNDATION
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
MAClicl Sys 7.5 8/540 Col Mon. Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
incl $400 SW MSoff, Data8ase. Mts.
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
Meditation Classes.
1E1275 new) $700 for MI.2931451
5104894794 (Bus/Rea/Meg)
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Word Processing & Editing
REFURBISHED MACS
Call (408) 978.8034.
Bath Academic/Bus. Work Accepted
BEST PRICES!!
Reports Theses MIA/TURP8
Classroom Computer Co.
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Expert in APA Format
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
3549 Haven Ave. *H
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Essays, letters, application
7 Days a Week 7:00am 400pm
Ph! (800) 800-5115
statements, proposals, reports,
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.
FAX: (415) 306-1120
etc. For more info, please call
STUDENT SPECIALS
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
EXPERT
E-Mall.
WORD PROCESSORS.
Mac SE & Classic
VISA/MesterCard FAX.
Science & English papers/theses
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
our specialty. Laser printing.
POWER MACS
APA. Turabian and other formats.
5200, 6214, 6100
TUTORING
Resumes, editing, graphics
MAC LC580
and other services available on
ENGLISH TUTOR
Inkjet & Laser Printers
either WordPerfect or Word.
Speaking, Reading aria Writing
Dot Matrix Printers
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Credentiaied H S Teacher
Call Paul a Virginia 408.2510449.
Call 14081978.8034
SHARP PC 3020 laptop includes:
the Etherlink, Modem Card, Color
DO YOU MATE TO TYPE??
Screen, Windows 95 and more MUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
or NOT HAVE rikiE TO TYPE? Term
A must see. Contact Delic 408 Math: Algebra Geometry
papers, thesis, resumes, group
322-5493 or 408-4649619 msg. Statistics Tng Calculus
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
Physics: Mechanics Electnc
to complete your applications for
Chemistry. Organic Inorganic
med/law school. etc. Will transcnte
Write
Read
Speak
English.
INSURANCE
your taped interviews or research
Spanish Hablar Leer Escnbir
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call
Mike 408298.7576
AUTO INSURANCE
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Email: mvera182880aol.corn .
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
"Good Rates for Non.Goocl Crivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family %Altar"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces,
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SALE

SERVICE REPS NEEDED to
deliver & set up our exquisite
cuisine. Our company vans.
Excellent DMV & good people
skills required. 6 a.m.-10 &rn. or
10 a.m.. 2p.m. weekends as
needed. Also need on-call servers.
Call 246.9422 after 12:00 p.m.
YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP JOIBM
If you like the outdoors, like
working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping,
games, crafts, sports or drama.
consider a &terrier Job at the YMCA
Positions Available:
DIRECTORS
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
detailed nformation an application.
*Central YMCA -298.1717
(Senlose & Seta Clara)
*Southwest YMCA- 3701877
(Les Gatos. Saratoga)
*Northwest YMCA -2577160
(0-pertino, Santa Oats, Sunnyvale)
*South Vale, YMCA - 2Z69622
(South San Jose)
kabtaerfBeryassa YMCA - 9450919
(Milpitas)
Mt li..tscbrna YMCA -779(GC8
(Morgan Hill)
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled "4th & Santa Clara
Chevron". Full or Part Time
available with flexible hours.
Please call 295.3964.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
retail Sides
We are currently interviewing for
retail sales positions for our new
El Paseo de Saratoga store, openirg
in March. Benefits include medical.
dental, 401(k), vision, vacation.
sick, discounts, & promotional
opportunities. To apply, visit our
Camden Park store (2035 Camden
Avenue in San Jose) or our Los
Gatos store (798-1 Blossom Hill
Road). We encourage applications
from people of all ages, races
and ethnic backgrounds.
TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leedom
Elem sch. age recreation program,
P/T from 26 pit k4FcLrIrg the edt y.
F/T during summer camp program.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
GatosSara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
school year? Call for summer empty.
life guards 8, camp leaders).

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCED
PC & MAC TECHNICIANS
To load & configure applications,
Windows 95 & NT Windows
*Troubleshoot hardware software
a, networks.
Good communication skills to
interface customers.
40
20 hrs/wk school year
hrs/wk other- S13.75/hr.
if quathed, get resume to Dick Stan
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485.
E-mail: rsillaneemall.sjsu.edu
Fax: 924.3883. Call: 9243928.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail. in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
avail, flex hours. 57.5048.00/hr.
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for
Wendy or Julia: 733-9446.
SECURITY
F/T & P/T . Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term Jobs
ABCOM Private Security
408-247-4827

MORTGAGE BROKER TRAINEE,
Entry Level . Excellent opportunity
to work in the financial industry.
Jennifer Trujillo, Alumna of San TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
tic. dropin play center for 2.12 e
Jose State 408-371-9911.
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
PART 711AE POSITIONS - S9/HR. days/eves/wkends. Team teach
2-3 week project EASY WORK. environment. Benefts avail. Apply in
person at KidePark:
(408)8481023. Ask for Mike
Near Oakridge Mall. 281-9880
5440 Thomwood Or., Si
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR.
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
Mon.lhu Fri. 10am-2pre. Sourdough
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ.
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. Sanlose.
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont
DATA ENTRY Type 45 wpm. Good
NEW Westgate Mali
computer skills. Day, evening,
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
weekend Mat talgtab*. ReBble
schedule. Human resources
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
experience a plus. $7.88 per
Earn 16/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
hour. Fax resume to 984-4873
Deliver horn best Si restaurants
GREATER Opporkeddes Progrwn Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
positions: Management. Direct
Call Dine IN at 998.3463 now.
Care, Support Specialist, Paid
Roommate, & Morel Flexible hours,
MANAGER TRAINEES
P/T & F/7 CM 408/248.4484.
No experience necessary. Will
Train!
Managers earn $4000/mo
ManuWORLDWIDE COMPUTER
facturer looking for talented sales base+ corn. Cord seeks energetic
reps. $10/hr + Comm. +Benefits. people for management. Start
Fax: 408.982.0818. Email; now. 629-1241.
jobsecmos.com .
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
YOU NEED AJOB WITH A FUTURE sell discount subcriptions to Bay
We will train you for a full-time Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
position with our nationwide firm. Flexible firs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near Ightrad 4 blocks from SJSU.
We otter:
Hourly ES plus bonus. Media
*Weekly Pay Incentives
Proniotions 494.0200.
Monthly Bonuses
Competitive Wages
BICYCLE MESSENGER
* Group-rate Health Care
Part-time. flexible Hours.
*Complete Management Training
Great for Students!
You must be career minded.
Serving Downtown Sanlose
(That’s All) Call 4083453936.
Inner City Express.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 22W. Saint John Sr San Jose.
and TEACHERS for school -age
LOOKING FOR WORK???
and preschool child care. Full
Hundreds of job listings
Time & Part Time. 6 15 ECE or
available in the
related units. For more info:
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
call Mary 2963811111.
Visd us in BC 1310 get access.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, SIC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Great for Students.
Students needed n the immediate
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
area. Fulitime/part-time openings.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or apph n penal. Mcn Sun 7.7. Call today 1.415.968-9933.
408286-5880. 5560 Planar he. International Bartenders School.
Between Sir Cartlest Narrow,
$1100 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
tehrd tie Cad and Party Sale, Sl.
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301-4241326.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RAMS CAI.I.

including letters, numbers, punctuation &

408-924-3277

spaces between words.

FUNDRAISING
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FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise $500
in 5days Greeks. Groups. Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast. Easy.
No Financial Oblgation.
1-eobe62 1982 eat 33.

JLICILIDUZIOULICILIULICILILILICILLILICILILUULUI:11

FINANCIAL AID
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
limit your possibildies for financial
aid! Student Financial Service
Profiles am 2000,000H ndividual
awards from private & public sectors Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext
F60418 ( We are a research &
Publishing company)

SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE SCHOLAIMINPS NOW.
Surf: www.scholarship4u.corn
Call: 900MIBASE2. 4086299941
Email;sisu.scholershipaucem

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MICR DENTAL PLAN I
()’*y $57.00 per year.
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-8551225.

LICICIJULILICCILILICIUULCICILICIULICIULICULICILIL1
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Tlvee
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
Si
SO
3 kw
$5
$10
45w.
58
$8
Si
$9
$11
5 lines
$IO
$12
file-se.
$5
$1 for each additronal

Nene
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Mar Pie fifth day, rats ncreases by 11 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge.
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 linea: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

FM! AEON.
Days
$13 My& B"
$14
Moro
$15
$15
Send check or money order to.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Son Jose State University
SenJoes, CA 95192-0149
Classifred desk eloceled in Dwight Bent& H.P. Room 209
Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
?
ads are prepard.11 No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)924-3277

FAX: 924-3282

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great sib
CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS to gain experience. Units in ECE.
SJ law firm benefits/parking. Rec, Psych, Sot, or Ed required.
CALL: 408.379-3200 x21.
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. jet
Hardworking, Team Player a must.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Fax resume: J. Delange 295-6799.
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need you., help to conceive.
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist, Office Cleo
Can you help? Ages 21.2,
non-smoker, healthy & resp:instle
Sales, Customer Support
Technician, Testing Opt.
$3,000 stipend and expenses paid
Warehouse Clerk
Other ernidees alsa needed. Please
Call 408/942-8888 or
cal WWFC 1-510-8209495.
Fax to 408/9424280
Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
POSTAL JOBS
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Up to $1529/1, cars bevies.
415-3398377 241-vs
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
left at Clear Lake Ave.
CHILI’S BAR & GRILL in search
of Foodservers and Hosts with
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday,
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.

ALASKA SUPARIER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to $2,850/
mo. + benefits (room & board).
Call Alaska Information Services:
1-800207-5365 ext. A60418.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when moiling
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for dlcount
vacations or merchandise.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, Ml, 8-5pni.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service repre
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
4. bonus. Will train. Call David H
at 408-441-8600

Daily
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ACROSS
1 Former title in
India
6 Check part
10 Burst
13 Wash away
14 Therefore
15 Wail
16 Type of terrier
17 Honolulu’s
locale
18 Fencing sword
19 - Paulo. Brazil
20 Grad
22 Sicily is one
24 Judge’s prop
26 Loamy soil
27 Dented
29 Purple fruit
30 October stone
31 Place-setting
item
33 Chatter
36 Sports event
40 Sullivan and
Awes’
41 Willow
42 Hardy cabbage
43 Wild pig
44 Dessert
pancakes
46 Morsel
48 Soft leather
49 Stylist’s aid
50 Stopped
working, like a
battery
51 Animal doc
54 First-rate
55 Animal’s home
57 Rust
59 Alpine gear
60 Stripe
61 Baseball teams
62 Rooster’s mate
63 Prayer end
64 Odds and
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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NESS
ELK
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DOWN
I Makr,,, ,i iii,
2 I yii, rd i i,ii,
3 .3-D loiterer.
4 Psyche (hire,
5 Minr I
6 ’88 Olyil opit ,
site
7 Street tai Brit
8 ’’Yrick!"
9 Clear slop
10 Daddies
11 Trask sr+.
Jesse
12 Beserk.hed
15 City in Brazil
21 Was ahead of
the pati
23 Logical
25 Singer (airline
27 Styli,
28 Copied
29 Inter, q
3 Mix
12 Fasy a .

33 Rumor source
34 Competent
35 *So long" and
"ciao"
37 Weaving
machines
38 Actress
Rossellini
39 - out used
thriftily
43 Alternatives to
trains
44 Billiard stick
45 Remodeled
46 "Masterpiece
Theater’ host
47 Small quarrel
48 Enchantress
49 Pulverize
50 Eat
52 Eve’s garden
53 Thomas Hardy
heroine
56 Purpose
58 XX minus VI

1111110

MIMI

II
Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Everts’
Arbounoemente
Lost and Foind"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Auloe For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Emeloymenl
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Reel Estate
Services’
Heettfy13eauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholanhce

Spacial student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offerad free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Apple
continued from page 1

things around. If there is one thing
who said they saw the handwriting on Apple (employees) believe, it’s in
the wall. Scott, an SJSU student as their products."
A finance director, who described
well, said that there was a lot of gossip around her area of product mar- himself as upper management and
wished not to be
keting. She said she
identified, wasn’t as
came in wearing
confident as most
what she described
employees seemed to
as her layoff shirt.
be. He wasn’t given a
On the front of
pink slip.
the shirt were the
"I’m not confident
words "System 7.5
they can fix their
sucks less." On the
problems," he said.
back it said "We’ve
"They have no strateupped our standards.
gy. If they do survive
LHp yours."
Unidentified it will definitely be
Scott said she’ll
MISS all of the people
finance director smaller and probably
as a part of another
she worked with
company."
that she wasn’t bitHe,
like
all of the employees that
ter. She did however have serious
questions about the future of the spoke, said that the friendships of coworkers
were
going to be the hardest
company.
"One of the Apple’s biggest prob- part of the layoffs. He was helping a
lems is mismanagement. It’s a hard co-worker, who was a laid -off senior
industrs .ind you have to know what executive, carry his belongings to his
car.
you’re H. rug," she said. "I hope
"It’s hard to let go. There was an
AppleI
(ii (Arne
can turn

"It’s hard to let
go. There was
an emotional
attachment ..."

emotional attachment as well as an
intellectual one," he said. "I would
rather have been going. I have my
resume out there now and I’m
responding to all callers."
He added that the severance packages were generally about one year’s
salary.
Micheal Danner, an SJSU psychology major who also received a
pink slip, said he will finish his degree
and take it from there.
"I am going to take some time to
regroup," said Danner, who worked
in marketing. "I’m close to graduating but I need (to put) work first."
Carrying his belongings out to his
car, Joost Kcmnick said he wasn’t
concerned about finding a job, rather
his thoughts were about the company
and friends he was leaving behind.
"The market is so hot right now
there are lots of opportunities," said
Joost, a software engineer. "I have no
problem leaving. I will still use
Macintosh systems."
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continued from page 1
crammed into the downtown area,
most businesses are planning ahead
by scheduling more staff and ordering extra supplies.
Hugo Gamboa, part owner of
Mission Ale House on Third Street
and Dos Locos in the Pavilion, is
expecting a "phenomenal" turnout
for the weekend.
"We are going to have a full staff
with extra bartenders and extra
security," he said. "We want to
make sure that the Customers are
taken care of."
Richard Aranda, general manager of Henry’s Hi-Life restaurant
and bar, is also excited about the
NCAA Tournament coming to
town.
Located two blocks from the
Arena on West St. John Street,
Henry’s Hi -Life is one of the closest
restaurants to the epicenter of the
weekend.
"We have beefed up our staff
with extra everything, iind we have
definitely ordered extra beer,"
Aranda said.
Aranda also said that because of
the N(:AA’s policy of prohibiting
beer sales, he is expecting many fans
to migrate from the Arena in search
of beer.
"Since (the Arena) won’t he
serving beer, we expect to see a lot
of people flowing back and forth
between here and there," he said.
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"People see
San Jose as a
thriving
business
center and that
is extremely
important."

in Oakland in a year.
"A lot of downtown merchants
haven’t picked up on the Warriors
yet because most of their fan base is
from other parts of the state,"
Aranda said.
Despite this and a lack of participation in San Jose on the part of
the Warriors, most businesses
admit that having the Warriors play
in the Arena is a positive aspect for
the city.
"The Warriors don’t really
advertise a lot for local fans but they
have definitely been a benefit for
us. We get a great group in here
both before and after the games,"
Gamboa said.
Much of the success of the
Arena can be attributed to its location. As the largest venue in the
area, the Arena attracts events that
might otherwise go to San
Francisco or Oakland.
And with its central location in
downtown San Jose, the Arena
gives the area a sense of communiry
which is absent from many other
venues.
"One of the criticisms of the
Oakland Coliseum is that its located out in the middle of nowhere.
You just go to the game and leave.
Here, there’s so many good aspects
of having the Arena so close
because people have places to go
after the event," Salinas said.

also reported there was
connection found to the slaying of
rival rapper Tupac Shakur, who was
gunned down in a drive-by shooting
Sept. 7 in las Vegas. No one has been
arrested in that killing, either.
Wallace’s estranged wife, Faith
Evans, sang at the funeral service,
while Sean "Puffy" Combs --- the
head of Wallace’s record company,
delivered
Bad Boy Entertainment
a eulogy.
"It was a peaceful event," said
mourner Juanita Preudhomme, an
old family friend. "It wasn’t all sorrow. Everybody was hugging and
kissing, just like Biggic would have
wanted."
Old friends were among those
mourning in Brooklyn as well, as the
procession wound past graffiti and
boarded -up buildings --- including
one with posters promoting the rapper’s latest album, due out next week.
’File ’limes

Mentors
continued from page 1
up with their Spanish,
computer literate, volunteer
in the community and be courageous.
"Coming to the conference was so
informative and educational. I
attended some workshops on social
services and nursing," said Caryn
Silva, A 16 -year-old student from
Mount Pleasonton High School. "I
know now it’s not that hard to attend
college and make some thing of’ my
life. I’m really happy I was able to
come today."
Romelia Nunez, one of’ the parents, accompanied her daughter
Rebet ta to one of the 25 different
to

keep

become

workshops. Nunez said her experience as a community worker allows
her to observe the problems of getting
a good job today
"Education Is Very Important,"
said Nunez, who tells her daughters
to finish school, even if it takes them
a Icing time to do it. "You see people

from New York and ( hicago coming
and taking our jobs and the local
lispanics do not qualify for them as
they are not educated enough."
Nunei said she told all her daughters to finish school, even if it takes
them a Icing time to do it.
This second annual Adelante

JIM

Mujeres Conference was sponsored
by the Ernesto Galarta Institute for
Community Development, Resources
for Families and Communities, San
Jose/Evergreen Community College
District and San Jose State
University.
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"After all, that’s 18,000 people who of our existence."
With all the sporting and enterdon’t have access to Samuel
tainment events that have occurred
Adams."
Many in San Jose are expecting in the downtown area since revitalthe turnout of the NCAA ization efforts began about 10 years
Tournament to match the number ago, many are seeing what can only
of people who came for the NHL be described as the evolution of San
Jose.
All-Star game in January.
According to Salinas, the NCAA
More than 17,000 people
attended the All -Star game and Tournament and the NHL All-Star
game have made
according to Dean
Munro, executive
San Jose into more
than just a city
director of the San
Jose
Sports
known for its high
technology busiAuthority, approxness.
imately $5 million
"People see San
was brought into
Jose as a thriving
the city over the
business center and
weekend.
that is extremely
Both Aranda
important," he said.
and
Gamboa,
"flowever, there are
whose respective
restaurants
saw
also aspects of the
city outside of that,
some of that $5
were
such as the entermillion,
impressed with the
tainment and the
sports, that make it
number of people
Miguel
Salinas,
a much more wellwho came to San
communications
mgr.
Jose for the All rounded city than
just
hardware and
Star weekend.
software."
the
"The day of
’Die
Golden
actual game, we
couldn’t keep the people in the State Warriors have also had an
bar," Aranda said. "There were so impact on downtown business,
many people that a lot of them got though not nearly as pronounced as
turned away and had to go to other other events.
places."
I he Warriors made a temporary
(;arnboa added that the All -Star move to the Arena this year and are
weekend was "die busiest weekend expected to move to their new digs

prime: suspect.

IM

star

Spartan Daily

Crowds

Valley.
Bob Herrfeldt, the San Jose
Arena’s Booking and Event Manager,
said that the media will play a pivotal
role in the tournament. The tournament, which will be broadcast on
CBS, will be conducted like all the
other 116 sell outs the arena has had
with the San Jose Sharks.
"It will be a regular event, the only
difference is the number of press that
will be attending the tournament,"
Herrfeldt said. "Over 250 -to-350
media personnel will be on hand to
take two large spaces of the arena."
Steve Tedesco, former president of
the San Jose Metropolitan Chamber
of Commerce, agrees with Herrfeldt.
He said that publicity is the most
important issue for San Jose.
"Every Western city would want
to have this event," said Tedesco.
"The fact that we have the newest and
nicest arena bodes well for us. It’s a
great supporting event, what with
four of the top six teams in the country here in San Jose. The publicity
from the game should be outstanding, that’s why we supported the hid.
’I here should be a positive economic
impact from 18,000 people in the
people Inini Santa Clara

continued from page 1

PHOTO BY DREW NELSEN

Joost Kemnick, a software engineer for Apple Computer, loads boxes into the back of his car, as his co-worker Reese
Cutler, hangs his head in disbelief after the Silicon Valley computer giant began a series of lay-offs.
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GRANDSTAND ADMISSION

LIVE MUSIC
SHA - BOOM

on

demanded an apolo

vonsored by IMIM

the New York Press Club sent
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Some of

rap’s best-known

names

Wallace’s funeral, including
Dr. Dre. Flavor Hay of Public
Enemy, 1 reach of Naughty by
Nature, Spinderella and Pepa of Salt
Peva, Queen Lat4h and R& II
ilisa Mary I. Blige, who left the sersisi wt iping and supported by other
attended

BEERS

I

a leiter ot protest to Mayor Rudolph

This is it, the last Friday’s Alive of the Meet and we’re making
it the best one yet with FREE Grandstand Admission,
EXCITING Thoroughbred Racing, LIVE Music by
Sha Boom and $1 Beers’, Hot Dogs and Se Drinks.
Bay Meadows, it doesn’t get any better than this!
’
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